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㸯㸬ࡣࡌࡵ࡟ 
ᕝ➃ᗣᡂస『ྡ人』のࠊ࢚ࢻ࣡ーࢻ࣭ࢧ࢖デンࢫࢸࢵ࢝ーにࡼるⱥ語ヂ The Master of Go1
にࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ感情表現に↔Ⅼを࠶࡚࡚ព࿡ศᯒを⾜࠺ࠋ瀬良（2014）࡛ࡣࠊྠࡌࡃᕝ➃ᗣᡂ
స『㞷ᅜ』のࢧ࢖デンࢫࢸࢵ࢝ーヂ Snow Country2 の感情表現をㄪ࡭ࡓࠋ⩻ヂとཎసの比
較をするの࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊSnow Country と࠸࠺సရにおける感情表現をศᯒしࡓࠋᮏ論࡛ࡶྠ
ᵝにࠊThe Master of Go における感情表現をศᯒするࠋศᯒに⏝࠸るࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘アࡀⱥ文⏝
のࡶの࡛࠶ࡾࠊ๓㏙の瀬良（2014）ࡸࠊAfter Dark（ᮧୖ᫓ᶞཎసࠊࢪ࢙࢖࣭ࣝーࣅンヂ）
をศᯒしࡓ Sera（2015）࡞࡝とྠࡌ手ἲを⏝࠸࡚ព࿡ศᯒしࠊ比較をྍ⬟にするࡓࡵ࡛ࡶ
࠶るࠋཎసと⩻ヂの㛫にࡣࠊさࡲࡊࡲ࡞㐪࠸ࡀ࠶るࡇとࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀるࠋし࠿しࠊᮏ論ࡸࡑ
ࢀにඛ立ࡘ୍㐃の◊✲࡛ࡣࠊⱥ語ヂにおける感情表現のศᯒとࠊⱥ語ヂをㄞࢇࡔㄞ⪅の༳
㇟ࡸᢈホを比較し࡚࠸るの࡛ࠊ⩻ヂに㛵するၥ㢟Ⅼࡣࠊᮏ◊✲のᙜ㠃の◊✲ㄢ㢟࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ 
The Master of Go ࡣࠊ1938 ᖺに⾜ࢃࢀࡓᮏᅉᆓ⚽ဢྡ人のᘬ㏥◻のヨྜにࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᕝ➃
ࡀ 2 ࡘの᪂⪺のࡓࡵに᭩࠸ࡓほᡓグにᇶ࡙࠸࡚࠸るࠋᑠㄝとし࡚Ⓨ表さࢀࡓのࡣᡓᚋ࡛࠶
るࠋⱥ語ヂの⿬表⣬にࡣࠊḟのࡼ࠺にࠊࡇのసရのᴫせࡀ᭩࠿ࢀ࡚࠸るࠋ 
 
In 1938 Kawabata covered a championship Go match for two leading Japanese newspapers. 
But it was not until well after the Second World War that he published the events of that epic 
contest as fiction and when he did so he was faithful to his famous declaration of 1945: that 
henceforth he would only write elegies. 
The Master of Go is indeed an elegy both to the skill and distinction of a great player and to 
the old aristocratic mores of which Kawabata was a passionate disciple. In the contest the 
young challenger is aggressive, ebullient, lusting for battle; the Master aged, frail, solitary. 
Their confrontation symbolizes the clash between generations, between ideals, between old and 
                                                          
* ᮏ✏ࡣࠊ2015 ᖺ 11 ᭶ྎ໭⛉ᢏ大学（ྎ‴）࡛㛤ദさࢀࡓ APLX2015 (International Conference on Applied Linguistics) に
おけるཱྀ㢌Ⓨ表「Depictions of Emotions in Yasunari Kawabata’s The Master of Go: A Semantic Analysis」をᇶにし࡚࠸るࠋ 
1 ཎసの『ྡ人』ࡣ 1951 ᖺのฟ∧࡛࠶るࡀࠊᮏ論࡛ࡣ 1976 ᖺの Penguin Books のⱥヂ∧を⏝࠸࡚࠸るࠋᮏ文୰のᮏసရ
ᘬ⏝に㝿し࡚の࣌ーࢪᩘࡣࠊࡇの∧のࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ 
2 ཎసの『㞷ᅜ』ࡣ 1937 ᖺのฟ∧࡛࠶るࡀࠊᮏ論࡛ࡣ 1957 ᖺの C.E. Tuttle ∧を⏝࠸࡚࠸るࠋᮏ文୰のࡇのసရᘬ⏝に㝿
し࡚の࣌ーࢪᩘࡣࠊࡇの∧のࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ 
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new Japan. Throughout, the Master is a figure of loneliness and sadness, but a protagonist who 
in the face of defeat and death maintains his dignity to the end. 
（ୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ࡇࡇ࡛ࡣࠊࡇのヨྜをࠊ༢に◻におけるᑐỴ࡛࠶るࡔけ࡛࡞ࡃࠊ᪂ᪧの᪥ᮏのᑐỴととࡽ
࠼࡚࠸るྡࠋ 人 the Master ࡣࠊᕝ➃⮬㌟ࡀᑛᩗのᛕを࠸ࡔ࠸࡚࠸ࡓ◻のఏ⤫の᭱ᚋのᢸ࠸手
࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋᖺ⪁࠸ࠊ⑓をおし࡚ᘬ㏥ヨྜにのࡒࡳࠊᩋࢀ࡚ࡶጾཝをಖࡘࡑのጼ࠿ࡽࡣࠊ
loneliness と sadness と࠸࠺感情ࡀࠊ࿧ࡧ㉳ࡇさࢀるࠋ 
ࢧ࢖デンࢫࢸࢵ࢝ーࡣࠊ⩻ヂにᐤࡏࡓ Introduction ࡛ࠊࡇのసရを‘a sad, elegant piece of 
reportage’(p.5)࡛࠶るとし࡚࠸るࠋࡲࡓᮏᅉᆓ⚽ဢにࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ‘Shusai the Master becomes a 
sad and noble symbol’(p.6)と㏙࡭࡚࠸るࠋᝒしさ (sad) と㧗㈗さ࣭ጾཝ (noble, dignity)ࡣࠊᮏ
సရにおける感情表現を⪃࠼るୖ࡛ࠊ㔜せ࡞せ⣲࡛࠶るࡇとࡀண᝿さࢀるࠋ 
 
㸰㸬ศᯒ᪉ἲ 
ព࿡ศᯒをするに࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ࡣࠊࡇࢀࡲ࡛の◊✲とྠᵝࠊ࢙࢘ࣈୖ࡛౑⏝するࢥーࣃࢫศ
ᯒ࣭比較のࡓࡵのࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘アࠊWmatrix3 を⏝࠸ࡓࠋࡲࡎࠊࢸ࢟ࢫࢺをࢫ࢟ャࢼ࡛ㄞࡳ㎸
ࡳࠊOCR ࡛文Ꮠㄆ㆑しࠊࢸ࢟ࢫࢺࣇ࢓࢖ࣝをసᡂしࡓࠋㄞࡳྲྀࡾ࣑ࢫ࡞࡝にࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ手స
ᴗ࡛☜ㄆ࣭ಟṇしࡓᚋࠊWmatrix にࢸ࢟ࢫࢺࣇ࢓࢖ࣝをアࢵࣉࣟーࢻしࡓࠋࡑのᚋࠊWmatrix
にഛࢃࡗ࡚࠸るࢥーࣃࢫの࠺ࡕࠊBNC Sampler Written4 をཧ↷ࢥーࣃࢫとしࠊ୺にព࿡のࣞ
࡛࣋ࣝࠊ比較᳨ウを⾜ࡗࡓࠋWmatrix ࡛ࡣࠊ比較のࡓࡵの⤫ィᣦᶆとし࡚ࠊLL (the 
log-likelihood statistic) ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るࠋ௨ୗࠊLL と┬␎し࡚࠸るࠋࡇのᩘ್࡛ 6.63 ࡀࠊ
⤫ィⓗに᭷ព࡛࠶る࠿࡝࠺࠿のቃ⏺࡛࠶るࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊ2 ࡘのࢥーࣃࢫを比࡭࡚ࠊ࠶る語ࡸࠊ
࠶るព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࡇのᩘ್ࡀおࡼࡑ 7 ௨ୖ࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊ࡝ࡕࡽ࠿のࢥーࣃࢫにࠊ
ࡑࢀࡽの語ࡸ࢝ࢸࢦࣜーࡀ⤫ィⓗにከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ると⪃࠼るࡇとࡀ࡛ࡁるࠋࡲࡓࠊ
Wmatrix ࡣࠊព࿡ศᯒのࡓࡵに USAS Tagset (UCREL Semantic Analysis System) を⏝࠸࡚࠸るࠋ5
表 1 に♧しࡓࡼ࠺に USAS Tagset の୺ศ㢮ࡣ 21 ࡛࠶るࠋࡇࢀࡽࡣさࡽにࠊ࠸ࡃࡘ࠿のୗ఩
ࣞ࣋ࣝに⣽ศ㢮さࢀるࠋ 
 
  
                                                          
3 Wmatrix の฼⏝᪉ἲࡸࠊࡑの௚のヲ⣽࡞情ሗࡣࠊhttp://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/wmatrix/をཧ↷ࠋ 
4 BNC Sampler Written ࡣࠊ968,267 語࠿ࡽ࡞る BNC Sampler written corpus ࡛࠶るࠋ 
5 USAS Tagset にࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊhttp://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/ をཧ↷ࠋ 
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new Japan. Throughout, the Master is a figure of loneliness and sadness, but a protagonist who 
in the face of defeat and death maintains his dignity to the end. 
（ୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ࡇࡇ࡛ࡣࠊࡇのヨྜをࠊ༢に◻におけるᑐỴ࡛࠶るࡔけ࡛࡞ࡃࠊ᪂ᪧの᪥ᮏのᑐỴととࡽ
࠼࡚࠸るྡࠋ 人 the Master ࡣࠊᕝ➃⮬㌟ࡀᑛᩗのᛕを࠸ࡔ࠸࡚࠸ࡓ◻のఏ⤫の᭱ᚋのᢸ࠸手
࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋᖺ⪁࠸ࠊ⑓をおし࡚ᘬ㏥ヨྜにのࡒࡳࠊᩋࢀ࡚ࡶጾཝをಖࡘࡑのጼ࠿ࡽࡣࠊ
loneliness と sadness と࠸࠺感情ࡀࠊ࿧ࡧ㉳ࡇさࢀるࠋ 
ࢧ࢖デンࢫࢸࢵ࢝ーࡣࠊ⩻ヂにᐤࡏࡓ Introduction ࡛ࠊࡇのసရを‘a sad, elegant piece of 
reportage’(p.5)࡛࠶るとし࡚࠸るࠋࡲࡓᮏᅉᆓ⚽ဢにࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ‘Shusai the Master becomes a 
sad and noble symbol’(p.6)と㏙࡭࡚࠸るࠋᝒしさ (sad) と㧗㈗さ࣭ጾཝ (noble, dignity)ࡣࠊᮏ
సရにおける感情表現を⪃࠼るୖ࡛ࠊ㔜せ࡞せ⣲࡛࠶るࡇとࡀண᝿さࢀるࠋ 
 
㸰㸬ศᯒ᪉ἲ 
ព࿡ศᯒをするに࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ࡣࠊࡇࢀࡲ࡛の◊✲とྠᵝࠊ࢙࢘ࣈୖ࡛౑⏝するࢥーࣃࢫศ
ᯒ࣭比較のࡓࡵのࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘アࠊWmatrix3 を⏝࠸ࡓࠋࡲࡎࠊࢸ࢟ࢫࢺをࢫ࢟ャࢼ࡛ㄞࡳ㎸
ࡳࠊOCR ࡛文Ꮠㄆ㆑しࠊࢸ࢟ࢫࢺࣇ࢓࢖ࣝをసᡂしࡓࠋㄞࡳྲྀࡾ࣑ࢫ࡞࡝にࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ手స
ᴗ࡛☜ㄆ࣭ಟṇしࡓᚋࠊWmatrix にࢸ࢟ࢫࢺࣇ࢓࢖ࣝをアࢵࣉࣟーࢻしࡓࠋࡑのᚋࠊWmatrix
にഛࢃࡗ࡚࠸るࢥーࣃࢫの࠺ࡕࠊBNC Sampler Written4 をཧ↷ࢥーࣃࢫとしࠊ୺にព࿡のࣞ
࡛࣋ࣝࠊ比較᳨ウを⾜ࡗࡓࠋWmatrix ࡛ࡣࠊ比較のࡓࡵの⤫ィᣦᶆとし࡚ࠊLL (the 
log-likelihood statistic) ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るࠋ௨ୗࠊLL と┬␎し࡚࠸るࠋࡇのᩘ್࡛ 6.63 ࡀࠊ
⤫ィⓗに᭷ព࡛࠶る࠿࡝࠺࠿のቃ⏺࡛࠶るࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊ2 ࡘのࢥーࣃࢫを比࡭࡚ࠊ࠶る語ࡸࠊ
࠶るព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࡇのᩘ್ࡀおࡼࡑ 7 ௨ୖ࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊ࡝ࡕࡽ࠿のࢥーࣃࢫにࠊ
ࡑࢀࡽの語ࡸ࢝ࢸࢦࣜーࡀ⤫ィⓗにከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ると⪃࠼るࡇとࡀ࡛ࡁるࠋࡲࡓࠊ
Wmatrix ࡣࠊព࿡ศᯒのࡓࡵに USAS Tagset (UCREL Semantic Analysis System) を⏝࠸࡚࠸るࠋ5
表 1 に♧しࡓࡼ࠺に USAS Tagset の୺ศ㢮ࡣ 21 ࡛࠶るࠋࡇࢀࡽࡣさࡽにࠊ࠸ࡃࡘ࠿のୗ఩
ࣞ࣋ࣝに⣽ศ㢮さࢀるࠋ 
 
  
                                                          
3 Wmatrix の฼⏝᪉ἲࡸࠊࡑの௚のヲ⣽࡞情ሗࡣࠊhttp://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/wmatrix/をཧ↷ࠋ 
4 BNC Sampler Written ࡣࠊ968,267 語࠿ࡽ࡞る BNC Sampler written corpus ࡛࠶るࠋ 
5 USAS Tagset にࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊhttp://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/ をཧ↷ࠋ 
表 1 㼁㻿㻭㻿 㼀㼍gset ୺䜹䝔䝂䝸ー 
A 
general and abstract 
terms 
B 
the body and the 
individual 
C 
arts and crafts 
E 
emotion 
F 
food and farming 
G 
government  
and public 
H 
architecture, housing 
and the home 
I 
money and commerce 
in industry 
K 
entertainment, sports 
and games 
L 
life and living 
things 
M 
movement, location, 
travel and transport 
N 
numbers and 
measurement 
O 
substances, materials, 
objects and equipment 
P 
education 
Q 
language and 
communication 
S 
social actions, states 
and processes 
T 
Time 
W 
world and 
environment 
X 
psychological actions, 
states and processes 
Y 
science and 
technology 
Z 
names and grammar 
   
 
㸱㸬ࠕឤ᝟ࠖ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢព࿡ศᯒ  
䠏䠊䠍 䛂ឤ᝟䛃の䜹䝔䝂䝸ーと䛭のୗ఩ศ㢮 
 表 1 にお࠸࡚ࠊE (emotion)࡛ࡣࠊḟのୗ఩ศ㢮ࡀ࠶るࠋ6 
E1 General 
E2 Liking 
E3 Calm/Violent/Angry 
E4 Happy/Sad 
E4.1 Happy/Sad: Happy 
E4.2 Happy/Sad: Contentment 
E5 Fear/Bravery/Shock 
E6 Worry/ Concern/Confident 
 
ࡑࢀࡒࢀのୗ఩㡯┠にࡣࠊさࡽに㸩ࠊ࠶る࠸ࡣ－の➢号ࡀ௜さࢀ࡚ࠊࡑのព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜー
におけるࠊ⫯ᐃⓗ࠶る࠸ࡣྰᐃⓗ࡞఩⨨を♧すࡇとࡀ࠶るࠋArcher et al. (2002) ࡛ࡣ E4.1+ 
の౛とし࡚ amused, cheerful ࡀࠊE4.1- の౛とし࡚ dejected, despair ࡀ♧さࢀ࡚࠸るࠋ 
 
  
                                                          
6 USAS にࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊArcher et al. (2002) (http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/usas%20guide.pdf) をཧ↷ࠋ 
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䠏䠊䠎 㻿n㼛㼣 㻯㼛㼡ntry 㻦 㻿㼍d 
瀬良（2014）࡛⾜ࡗࡓ Snow Country のព࿡ศᯒ࡛ࡣࠊBNC Sampler Written Corpus と比較
し࡚ࠊࡶࡗとࡶከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓ感情の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーࡣࠊ表 2 に♧しࡓࡼ࠺にࠊE4.1- (Sad)
࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡇの࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにࡣࠊsad (21), emptiness (4), cried (3), embarrassed (3)࡞࡝の語ࡀ
ྵࡲࢀ࡚࠸る（࢝ࢵࢥෆのᩘᏐࡣ⏕㉳ᩘ）ࠋࣄࣟ࢖ン Komako のቃ㐝を⪃࠼るとࠊከࡃのㄞ
⪅ࡀࡇの≀語࠿ࡽཷける༳㇟ࡣ「ᝒしさ」࡛࠶るとண᝿さࢀるࠋࡲࡓࠊKomako ⮬㌟ࡶࠊ⮬
ࡽの感情を┤᥋ⓗに表現する [This makes me very sad (p.46), It makes me very sad (p.148)]ࠋ
Wmatrix のศᯒ⤖ᯝࡣࠊㄞ⪅ࡸࣄࣟ࢖ンの感ࡌる感情と୍⮴するࡶの࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
表 2 㻿n㼛㼣 㻯㼛㼡ntry と 㻮㻺㻯 㻿㼍㼙p㼘er 㼃ritten とのឤ᝟の䜹䝔䝂䝸ーのẚ㍑ 
 6QoZ &oXQtr\
BNC Sampler 
Written   
ᩘ % ᩘ % LL 
E4.1- 73 0.20 979 0.10 27.86 Sad 
E4.1+ 90 0.25 1370 0.14 24.08 Happy 
E1 32 0.09 373 0.04 16.79 Emotional Actions, States And Processes General 
E3+ 41 0.12 623 0.06 11.03 Calm 
 
䠏䠊䠏 㼀㼔e 㻹㼍ster 㼛㼒 㻳㼛㻦 㼃㼛rry 
 ୍᪉ࠊThe Master of Go をࠊྠࡌࡃ感情のព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにお࠸࡚ࠊBNC Sampler Written 
Corpus と比較しࡓ⤖ᯝࡀ表 3 ࡛࠶るࠋ⤫ィⓗにࠊࡶࡗとࡶከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るのࡣࠊE6- 
(Worry)࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
表 㻟 㼀㼔e 㻹㼍ster 㼛㼒 㻳㼛 と 㻮㻺㻯 㻿㼍㼙p㼘er 㼃ritten とのឤ᝟の䜹䝔䝂䝸ーのẚ㍑ 
 
The Master of 
Go 
BNC Sampler 
Written   
ᩘ % ᩘ % LL 
E6- 89 0.24 961 0.10 48.33 Worry 
E3+ 45 0.12 623 0.06 13.42 Calm 
E3- 92 0.24 1647 0.17 10.15 Violent/Angry 
 
E6- (Worry)の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語࡛ࠊThe Master of Go にお࠸࡚ࠊ2 語௨ୖ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚
࠸る語をࠊ表 4 に♧しࡓࠋ 
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䠏䠊䠎 㻿n㼛㼣 㻯㼛㼡ntry 㻦 㻿㼍d 
瀬良（2014）࡛⾜ࡗࡓ Snow Country のព࿡ศᯒ࡛ࡣࠊBNC Sampler Written Corpus と比較
し࡚ࠊࡶࡗとࡶከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓ感情の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーࡣࠊ表 2 に♧しࡓࡼ࠺にࠊE4.1- (Sad)
࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡇの࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにࡣࠊsad (21), emptiness (4), cried (3), embarrassed (3)࡞࡝の語ࡀ
ྵࡲࢀ࡚࠸る（࢝ࢵࢥෆのᩘᏐࡣ⏕㉳ᩘ）ࠋࣄࣟ࢖ン Komako のቃ㐝を⪃࠼るとࠊከࡃのㄞ
⪅ࡀࡇの≀語࠿ࡽཷける༳㇟ࡣ「ᝒしさ」࡛࠶るとண᝿さࢀるࠋࡲࡓࠊKomako ⮬㌟ࡶࠊ⮬
ࡽの感情を┤᥋ⓗに表現する [This makes me very sad (p.46), It makes me very sad (p.148)]ࠋ
Wmatrix のศᯒ⤖ᯝࡣࠊㄞ⪅ࡸࣄࣟ࢖ンの感ࡌる感情と୍⮴するࡶの࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
表 2 㻿n㼛㼣 㻯㼛㼡ntry と 㻮㻺㻯 㻿㼍㼙p㼘er 㼃ritten とのឤ᝟の䜹䝔䝂䝸ーのẚ㍑ 
 6QoZ &oXQtr\
BNC Sampler 
Written   
ᩘ % ᩘ % LL 
E4.1- 73 0.20 979 0.10 27.86 Sad 
E4.1+ 90 0.25 1370 0.14 24.08 Happy 
E1 32 0.09 373 0.04 16.79 Emotional Actions, States And Processes General 
E3+ 41 0.12 623 0.06 11.03 Calm 
 
䠏䠊䠏 㼀㼔e 㻹㼍ster 㼛㼒 㻳㼛㻦 㼃㼛rry 
 ୍᪉ࠊThe Master of Go をࠊྠࡌࡃ感情のព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにお࠸࡚ࠊBNC Sampler Written 
Corpus と比較しࡓ⤖ᯝࡀ表 3 ࡛࠶るࠋ⤫ィⓗにࠊࡶࡗとࡶከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るのࡣࠊE6- 
(Worry)࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
表 㻟 㼀㼔e 㻹㼍ster 㼛㼒 㻳㼛 と 㻮㻺㻯 㻿㼍㼙p㼘er 㼃ritten とのឤ᝟の䜹䝔䝂䝸ーのẚ㍑ 
 
The Master of 
Go 
BNC Sampler 
Written   
ᩘ % ᩘ % LL 
E6- 89 0.24 961 0.10 48.33 Worry 
E3+ 45 0.12 623 0.06 13.42 Calm 
E3- 92 0.24 1647 0.17 10.15 Violent/Angry 
 
E6- (Worry)の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語࡛ࠊThe Master of Go にお࠸࡚ࠊ2 語௨ୖ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚
࠸る語をࠊ表 4 に♧しࡓࠋ 
 
  
表 㻠 㻱㻢㻙 㻔㼃㼛rry㻕 䛻ᒓ䛩䜛ㄒ 
ᩘ % 
trouble 12 0.03
concern 9 0.02
nervous 9 0.02
tension 8 0.02
worried 5 0.01
worry 4 0.01
tense 3 0.01
concerned 3 0.01
bother 3 0.01
apprehensive 2 0.01
suspense 2 0.01
distress 2 0.01
bothered 2 0.01
worrying 2 0.01
uneasily 2 0.01
care 2 0.01
troubles 2 0.01
 
ࡶࡗとࡶከ࠸のࡣ trouble ࡛࠶ࡾࠊtroubles ࡶ 2 ౛࠶るࠋ࡝のࡼ࠺࡞文⬦࡛⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸る
࠿ㄪ࡭るࡓࡵࠊtrouble にࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࢥンࢥーࢲンࢫを表 5 に♧しࡓࠋ 
 
表 㻡 tr㼛㼡㼎㼘e のコンコーダンス 
time to time . " " I have the same trouble myself , " said the Master . " I ha 
ous indigestion as well . Otake 's trouble was more extreme . He was unique a 
had , it seems , been aware of the trouble since spring . He had lost his appe 
d practice in a ten-mat room . The trouble was that the eight-mat room next do 
a circle over his chest . " I have trouble breathing, and I have palpitations 
I have caused you a great deal of trouble , " said Otake . " Do care for your 
, but I have to admit I still have trouble . " The season had come for horse  
e is very upset . And he is having trouble with his digestion , I believe . " 
ce , the Master should have had no trouble winning . As always , however , he 
Black is thicker . White is having trouble . Our Master is getting a little se 
s not enthusiastic , and he had no trouble defeating me even at a rook-bishop 
was taken with chest pains and had trouble breathing . He died before dawn two 
 
ኴᏐ࡛♧しࡓ trouble ࡣ the Master に㛵するࡶの࡛࠶るࠋᙼࡣ⑓㌟࡛࠶ࡾࠊ័ࢀ࡞࠸᪂し࠸
つ๎のࡶと࡛ᡓࡗ࡚࠸るࠋࡑのࡓࡵࠊࡇのసရにお࠸࡚ࠊ感情を表すࡶࡗとࡶ≉ᚩⓗ࡞語
ࡀ trouble ࡛࠶るのࡣ㦫ࡃに࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ࠋࡑࢀ࡛ࡣࠊඛにぢࡓࡼ࠺にࠊ⿬表⣬ࡸ Introduction
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にグさࢀ࡚࠸ࡓ loneliness ࡸ sadness と࠸࠺感情ࡣࠊ࡝ࡇ࠿ࡽ࿧ࡧ㉳ࡇさࢀࡓの࡛࠶ろ࠺࠿ࠋ
表 3 の E6-(Worry), E3+(Calm), E3-(Violent/Angry) ࡸࠊ表 4 に♧しࡓ E6- にᒓする語࠿ࡽࡣࠊ
sadness ࡀ感ࡌࡽࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ 
 
㸲㸬ព࿡࢝ࢸࢦ࣮ࣜศᯒ⤖ᯝ 
 The Master of Go ࠿ࡽ感ࡌࡽࢀる sadness ࡀࠊ࡝ࡇ࠿ࡽ࿧ࡧ㉳ࡇさࢀる࠿を⪃࠼るࡓࡵࠊ
ࡲࡎࠊព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーのศᯒ⤖ᯝの඲యをᴫほし࡚おࡇ࠺ࠋBNC Sampler Written Corpus と
比較し࡚ࠊLL ್ 615.64 ࠿ࡽ 70.63 ࡛ࠊThe Master of Go に≉ᚩⓗにከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るୖ
఩ 15 ࢝ࢸࢦࣜーを表 6 に♧しࡓࠋ 
 
表 㻢 㼀㼔e 㻹㼍ster 㼛㼒 㻳㼛 と 㻮㻺㻯 㻿㼍㼙p㼘er 㼃ritten とのព࿡ศᯒ⤖ᯝ䠄ୖ఩ 1㻡 ఩䜎䛷䠅 
 The Master of Go 
BNC Sampler 
Written   
 ᩘ % ᩘ % LL 
S7.1+ 889 2.36 8413 0.87 615.64 In power 
K4 196 0.52 738 0.08 383.62 Drama, the theatre and show business 
Z8 3884 10.29 72023 7.44 352.66 Pronouns 
T1.3 685 1.81 8327 0.86 287.50 Time: Period 
K6 81 0.21 107 0.01 282.99 Children's games and toys 
K5.1 267 0.71 2053 0.21 253.50 Sports 
A8 195 0.52 1409 0.15 200.98 Seem 
B1 435 1.15 5489 0.57 166.73 Anatomy and physiology 
K5.2 42 0.11 68 0.01 134.67 Games 
S7.3 48 0.13 103 0.01 134.20 Competition 
O4.3 303 0.80 3747 0.39 122.06 Colour and colour patterns 
X9.2- 66 0.17 369 0.04 91.21 Failure 
M1 592 1.57 10157 1.05 80.50 Moving, coming and going 
S7.3+ 46 0.12 206 0.02 78.27 Competitive 
B2- 122 0.32 1275 0.13 70.63 Disease 
 
䠐䠊䠍 S7.1+: In power  
 BNC Sampler Written Corpus と比較し࡚ࠊThe Master of Go にࠊ⤫ィⓗにࡶࡗとࡶከࡃ⏝࠸
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にグさࢀ࡚࠸ࡓ loneliness ࡸ sadness と࠸࠺感情ࡣࠊ࡝ࡇ࠿ࡽ࿧ࡧ㉳ࡇさࢀࡓの࡛࠶ろ࠺࠿ࠋ
表 3 の E6-(Worry), E3+(Calm), E3-(Violent/Angry) ࡸࠊ表 4 に♧しࡓ E6- にᒓする語࠿ࡽࡣࠊ
sadness ࡀ感ࡌࡽࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ 
 
㸲㸬ព࿡࢝ࢸࢦ࣮ࣜศᯒ⤖ᯝ 
 The Master of Go ࠿ࡽ感ࡌࡽࢀる sadness ࡀࠊ࡝ࡇ࠿ࡽ࿧ࡧ㉳ࡇさࢀる࠿を⪃࠼るࡓࡵࠊ
ࡲࡎࠊព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーのศᯒ⤖ᯝの඲యをᴫほし࡚おࡇ࠺ࠋBNC Sampler Written Corpus と
比較し࡚ࠊLL ್ 615.64 ࠿ࡽ 70.63 ࡛ࠊThe Master of Go に≉ᚩⓗにከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るୖ
఩ 15 ࢝ࢸࢦࣜーを表 6 に♧しࡓࠋ 
 
表 㻢 㼀㼔e 㻹㼍ster 㼛㼒 㻳㼛 と 㻮㻺㻯 㻿㼍㼙p㼘er 㼃ritten とのព࿡ศᯒ⤖ᯝ䠄ୖ఩ 1㻡 ఩䜎䛷䠅 
 The Master of Go 
BNC Sampler 
Written   
 ᩘ % ᩘ % LL 
S7.1+ 889 2.36 8413 0.87 615.64 In power 
K4 196 0.52 738 0.08 383.62 Drama, the theatre and show business 
Z8 3884 10.29 72023 7.44 352.66 Pronouns 
T1.3 685 1.81 8327 0.86 287.50 Time: Period 
K6 81 0.21 107 0.01 282.99 Children's games and toys 
K5.1 267 0.71 2053 0.21 253.50 Sports 
A8 195 0.52 1409 0.15 200.98 Seem 
B1 435 1.15 5489 0.57 166.73 Anatomy and physiology 
K5.2 42 0.11 68 0.01 134.67 Games 
S7.3 48 0.13 103 0.01 134.20 Competition 
O4.3 303 0.80 3747 0.39 122.06 Colour and colour patterns 
X9.2- 66 0.17 369 0.04 91.21 Failure 
M1 592 1.57 10157 1.05 80.50 Moving, coming and going 
S7.3+ 46 0.12 206 0.02 78.27 Competitive 
B2- 122 0.32 1275 0.13 70.63 Disease 
 
䠐䠊䠍 S7.1+: In power  
 BNC Sampler Written Corpus と比較し࡚ࠊThe Master of Go にࠊ⤫ィⓗにࡶࡗとࡶከࡃ⏝࠸
ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーࡣࠊS7.1+(In power) ࡛࠶るࠋࡇࢀࡣ表 1 に࠶ࡆࡓ୺せ 21 ࢝ࢸࢦ
ࣜーの୰のࠊS(social actions, states and processes) のୗ఩࢝ࢸࢦࣜー࡛࠶るࠋලయⓗに࡝のࡼ
࠺࡞語ࡀྵࡲࢀ࡚࠸る࠿を☜ㄆするࡓࡵࠊࡇの࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓしࠊ4 ౛௨ୖ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸る
語をࠊ表 7 に♧しࡓࠋ 
 
表 㻣 㻿㻣㻚1㻗 㻔㻵n p㼛㼣er㻕 䛻ᒓ䛩䜛ㄒ 
ᩘ % 
master 569 1.51 
board 126 0.33 
managers 32 0.08 
sir 18 0.05 
won 12 0.03 
power 9 0.02 
control 9 0.02 
invincible 7 0.02 
victory 7 0.02 
ranks 7 0.02 
mahjong 7 0.02 
masters 6 0.02 
order 6 0.02 
powerful 5 0.01 
rank 5 0.01 
organizers 4 0.01 
forced 4 0.01 
powers 4 0.01 
 
࡯とࢇ࡝す࡭࡚の語ࡀࠊ◻のヨྜと㛵㐃し࡚おࡾࠊࡇのసရにࡇࢀࡽの語ࡀከࡃࡳࡽࢀ
るのࡣᙜ↛࡛࠶るࠋし࠿しࠊࡇࢀࡽの語ࡣࠊ感情の表現と㛵㐃し࡚࠸るとࡣゝ࠼࡞࠸ࠋ 
 
䠐䠊䠎 B1: Anatomy and physiology 
表 6 に࠶ࡆࡓࠊThe Master of Go に≉ᚩⓗにከࡃࡳࡽࢀるព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーの୰࡛ࠊ࡝の࢝
ࢸࢦࣜーࡀ感情の表ฟと㛵㐃ࡀ࠶る࠿を▱るࡓࡵにࡣࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀの࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにྵࡲࢀる
語をࠊ文⬦にお࠸᳨࡚ウするᚲせࡀ࠶るࠋᮏ論୰にࠊす࡭࡚の᳨ウ⤖ᯝを⤂௓するࡇとࡣ
࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡀࠊ表 6 の S7.1+࠿ࡽ B2-ࡲ࡛の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ文⬦୰࡛ㄪ࡭ࡓ⤖ᯝࠊ
B1(Anatomy and physiology) ࡀࠊࡶࡗとࡶᐦ᥋に感情表現と⤖ࡧࡘ࠸࡚࠸るとᛮࢃࢀࡓࠋ࢝
ࢸࢦࣜーB1 にศ㢮さࢀ࡚ࠊ7 ౛௨ୖ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸る語をࠊ表 8 に♧しࡓࠋ 
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表 㻤 㻮1 㻔㻭n㼍t㼛㼙y 㼍nd p㼔ysi㼛㼘㼛gy㻕 䛻ᒓ䛩䜛ㄒ 
ᩘ % 
face 57 0.15
eyes 27 0.07
head 27 0.07
hair 17 0.05
hands 16 0.04
hand 14 0.04
chest 10 0.03
eyelids 9 0.02
eyebrow 9 0.02
body 7 0.02
back 7 0.02
cheeks 7 0.02
shoulders 7 0.02
legs 7 0.02
fingers 7 0.02
breathing 7 0.02
heart 7 0.02
 
࢝ࢸࢦࣜーB1 の୰࡛ࠊࡶࡗとࡶከࡃฟ現し࡚࠸る語 face（57 ౛）のࢥンࢥーࢲンࢫの 20
⾜┠ࡲ࡛をࠊ౛とし࡚表 9 に♧しࡓࠋኴᏐ࡛ᙉㄪしࡓࡶのࡀࠊthe Master の㢦にࡘ࠸࡚ゝཬ
しࡓࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ࠸ࡃࡘ࠿ dead face ࡀぢࡽࢀるࡀࠊࡇࢀࡣ語ࡾ手ࡀ the 㹋aster のṚᚋࠊ㢗
ࡲࢀ࡚᧜ᙳしࡓ写┿にゝཬしࡓࡶの࡛࠶るࠋṚ⪅ࡣ感情をᣢࡘࡣࡎࡀ࡞࠸ࡀࠊthe Master の
Ṛに㢦の写┿に㛵㐃し࡚ࠊfeeling, feel ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るࡇとࡀࠊୗのࢥンࢥーࢲンࢫ࠿ࡽ
ศ࠿るࠋ 
 
表 㻥 㼒㼍ce のコンコーダンス 
side on his knees , his always pale face was blanched . Roused by the Master  
ong . He also had a large , longish face , on which the individual features w  
in the pictures I took of the dead face . I was most apprehensive through th  
ns that if the pictures of the dead face were received in Kamakura she was to  
diately was the captive of the dead face . The pictures were a success. They  
low was the mark of death , and the face was tilted ever so slightly upward ,  
ceiling struck the lower pan of the face ; and , since the head tilted slight  
tly pleasing melancholy to the dead face . The long eyebrow brought twinges o  
t as always , a flicker crossed his face as if it had caught the shadow of a  
rom the swollen-eyed , heavy-veined face , it too somehow came as a saviour .  
yes closed and his head bowed . The face of the writer Muramatsu Shofu , who  
unable to look up at the Master 's face . The sealed play , White 90 , was o  
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表 㻤 㻮1 㻔㻭n㼍t㼛㼙y 㼍nd p㼔ysi㼛㼘㼛gy㻕 䛻ᒓ䛩䜛ㄒ 
ᩘ % 
face 57 0.15
eyes 27 0.07
head 27 0.07
hair 17 0.05
hands 16 0.04
hand 14 0.04
chest 10 0.03
eyelids 9 0.02
eyebrow 9 0.02
body 7 0.02
back 7 0.02
cheeks 7 0.02
shoulders 7 0.02
legs 7 0.02
fingers 7 0.02
breathing 7 0.02
heart 7 0.02
 
࢝ࢸࢦࣜーB1 の୰࡛ࠊࡶࡗとࡶከࡃฟ現し࡚࠸る語 face（57 ౛）のࢥンࢥーࢲンࢫの 20
⾜┠ࡲ࡛をࠊ౛とし࡚表 9 に♧しࡓࠋኴᏐ࡛ᙉㄪしࡓࡶのࡀࠊthe Master の㢦にࡘ࠸࡚ゝཬ
しࡓࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ࠸ࡃࡘ࠿ dead face ࡀぢࡽࢀるࡀࠊࡇࢀࡣ語ࡾ手ࡀ the 㹋aster のṚᚋࠊ㢗
ࡲࢀ࡚᧜ᙳしࡓ写┿にゝཬしࡓࡶの࡛࠶るࠋṚ⪅ࡣ感情をᣢࡘࡣࡎࡀ࡞࠸ࡀࠊthe Master の
Ṛに㢦の写┿に㛵㐃し࡚ࠊfeeling, feel ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るࡇとࡀࠊୗのࢥンࢥーࢲンࢫ࠿ࡽ
ศ࠿るࠋ 
 
表 㻥 㼒㼍ce のコンコーダンス 
side on his knees , his always pale face was blanched . Roused by the Master  
ong . He also had a large , longish face , on which the individual features w  
in the pictures I took of the dead face . I was most apprehensive through th  
ns that if the pictures of the dead face were received in Kamakura she was to  
diately was the captive of the dead face . The pictures were a success. They  
low was the mark of death , and the face was tilted ever so slightly upward ,  
ceiling struck the lower pan of the face ; and , since the head tilted slight  
tly pleasing melancholy to the dead face . The long eyebrow brought twinges o  
t as always , a flicker crossed his face as if it had caught the shadow of a  
rom the swollen-eyed , heavy-veined face , it too somehow came as a saviour .  
yes closed and his head bowed . The face of the writer Muramatsu Shofu , who  
unable to look up at the Master 's face . The sealed play , White 90 , was o  
nst the light , the outlines of his face seemed blurred , ghostlike . The roo  
yebrow . In my pictures of the dead face , however , the right eyebrow was th  
d that , I suppose , was that . The face was dead , and the richness and soft  
n the pictures . Was it in the dead face itself? The face was rich in feelin  
as it in the dead face itself ? The face was rich in feeling , yet the dead  
neither of life nor of death . The face was alive but sleeping . One might i  
ense see them as pictures of a dead face and yet feel in them something neith  
r living nor dead . Was it that the face came through as the living face ? Wa  
（ᙉㄪࡣ論⪅） 
 
 ḟにࠊලయⓗ࡞文⬦の୰࡛ࠊface ࡸ㌟యを表す௚の語ࡀࠊ࡝のࡼ࠺に౑ࢃࢀ࡚࠸る࠿をࠊ
࠸ࡃࡘ࠿の౛を⏝࠸᳨࡚ウし࡚おࡇ࠺ࠋ 
 
I was struck by a certain intensity of feeling in the pictures. Was it in the dead face itself? The 
face was rich in feeling, yet the dead man himself had none. … Was it that the face came 
through as the living face? Was it that the face called up so many memories of the living man? 
(p.29) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
Ṛ⪅ࡀ感情をᣢࡘࡣࡎࡀ࡞࠸ࡇとを⌮ゎし࡞ࡀࡽࡶࠊ語ࡾ手ࡣ㇏࠿࡞感情をࠊthe Master の
Ṛに㢦࠿ࡽ感ࡌとるࠋࡶࡕろࢇࠊ語ࡾ手ࡀ⮬ၥし࡚࠸るࡼ࠺にࠊ⏕ࡁ࡚࠸ࡓ㡭のグ᠈と⤖
ࡧࡘ࠸࡚࠸るの࠿ࡶしࢀ࡞࠸ࠋし࠿しࠊthe Master の㢦ࡑࢀ⮬యࡣࠊ≉ู࡞感情を࿧ࡧ㉳ࡇ
すࡶの࡛ࡣ࡞࠿ࡗࡓとࡶࠊ語ࡾ手ࡣㄝ᫂するࠋ 
 
No one could have described the Master's face as handsome or noble. It was indeed a common 
sort of face, with no single feature of great merit. The ears, for instance―the lobes were as if 
they had been smashed. The mouth was large, the eyes were small. (p.29) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ࡑࢀ࡛ࡶࠊḟのᘬ⏝にぢࡽࢀるࡼ࠺にࠊ語ࡾ手ࡣ the Master の㛢ࡌࡽࢀࡓ┠࠿ࡽࠊsadness ࡸ
grieving を感ࡌるࠋྠ᫬にࠊdiscipline in art, the power to quiet his surroundings, force of spirit
࡞࡝ࠊⱁ⾡とし࡚の◻と⤖ࡧࡘ࠸࡚ࠊthe Master の⢭⚄ຊࡶ感ࡌ࡚࠸るࡇとࡀศ࠿るࠋ 
 
Through long years of discipline in his art, the Master seated at the Go board had the power to 
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quiet his surroundings, and that same force of spirit was in my pictures too. There was a deep 
sadness in the lines of the closed eyelids, as of one grieving in sleep. (p.29)  
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ḟのᘬ⏝⟠ᡤ࡛ࡣࠊultimate in tragedy, martyrdom of art の表現ࡀぢࡽࢀるࠋⱁ⾡とし࡚の◻
ととࡶにᾘ࠼ཤる㐠࿨の人࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡇとをࠊthe Master の㢦࠿ࡽࠊ語ࡾ手ࡀ感ࡌとࡗ࡚࠸る
ࡇとࡀࠊさࡽに᫂☜に࠺࠿ࡀ࠼るࠋ 
 
There was something unreal about the pictures, which may have come from the face, the 
ultimate in tragedy, of a man so disciplined in an art that he had lost the better part of reality. 
Perhaps I had photographed the face of a man meant from the outset for martyrdom of art. It was 
as if the life of Shusai, Master of Go, had ended as his art had ended, with that last match.  
(p.30) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
 し࠿しࠊthe Master ⮬㌟ࡣࠊ㢦ࡸࡇとࡤに感情をฟす人࡛ࡣ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
It was not like the Master to discuss his feelings so openly. He was not one to show emotion on 
his face or in his speech. (p.62) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅）  
 
㢦に感情ࡀ表ࢀるとし࡚ࡶ୍▐のࡇと࡛ࠊし࠿ࡶࠊ࠸ࡗࡓࢇ◻┙にྥ࠿࠺とࠊࡑの㢦࠿ࡽ
ࡣ感情ࡣࠊࡲࡗࡓࡃ࠺࠿ࡀ࠼࡞ࡃ࡞るࠋ 
 
An expression flickered across the Master's face as of astonishment or foreboding, and at the 
same time as of feigned bewilderment, meant to please and amuse. Even so an ambiguous 
expression was unusual for the Master. … Seated at the board, however, he had not let his face 
reveal a trace of his feelings. (p.68) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ᑐᡓ⪅にᑐし࡚ࠊࡵࡎࡽしࡃᛣࡾを࠶ࡽࢃにしࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊ◻┙にྥ࠿࠺とࠊࡸࡣࡾ୍ษ
感情をぢࡏ࡞࠸の࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ 
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quiet his surroundings, and that same force of spirit was in my pictures too. There was a deep 
sadness in the lines of the closed eyelids, as of one grieving in sleep. (p.29)  
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ḟのᘬ⏝⟠ᡤ࡛ࡣࠊultimate in tragedy, martyrdom of art の表現ࡀぢࡽࢀるࠋⱁ⾡とし࡚の◻
ととࡶにᾘ࠼ཤる㐠࿨の人࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡇとをࠊthe Master の㢦࠿ࡽࠊ語ࡾ手ࡀ感ࡌとࡗ࡚࠸る
ࡇとࡀࠊさࡽに᫂☜に࠺࠿ࡀ࠼るࠋ 
 
There was something unreal about the pictures, which may have come from the face, the 
ultimate in tragedy, of a man so disciplined in an art that he had lost the better part of reality. 
Perhaps I had photographed the face of a man meant from the outset for martyrdom of art. It was 
as if the life of Shusai, Master of Go, had ended as his art had ended, with that last match.  
(p.30) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
 し࠿しࠊthe Master ⮬㌟ࡣࠊ㢦ࡸࡇとࡤに感情をฟす人࡛ࡣ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
It was not like the Master to discuss his feelings so openly. He was not one to show emotion on 
his face or in his speech. (p.62) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅）  
 
㢦に感情ࡀ表ࢀるとし࡚ࡶ୍▐のࡇと࡛ࠊし࠿ࡶࠊ࠸ࡗࡓࢇ◻┙にྥ࠿࠺とࠊࡑの㢦࠿ࡽ
ࡣ感情ࡣࠊࡲࡗࡓࡃ࠺࠿ࡀ࠼࡞ࡃ࡞るࠋ 
 
An expression flickered across the Master's face as of astonishment or foreboding, and at the 
same time as of feigned bewilderment, meant to please and amuse. Even so an ambiguous 
expression was unusual for the Master. … Seated at the board, however, he had not let his face 
reveal a trace of his feelings. (p.68) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ᑐᡓ⪅にᑐし࡚ࠊࡵࡎࡽしࡃᛣࡾを࠶ࡽࢃにしࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊ◻┙にྥ࠿࠺とࠊࡸࡣࡾ୍ษ
感情をぢࡏ࡞࠸の࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
‘He makes a play like that, and why?’ growled the Master. ‘Because he means to use two days to 
think things over. It's dishonest.’… I had not been aware, at the moment of play, that the Master 
was so angry and so disappointed as to consider forfeiting the match. There was no sign of 
emotion on his face or in his manner as he sat at the board. No one among us sensed his distress.  
(p.123) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
 ලయⓗ࡞㌟య㒊ศ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡀࠊthe Master のጼ figure ࡶࠊ語ࡾ手の感情を࠿ࡁ立࡚るࡇと
ࡀࠊbrought tears to my eyes, profoundly moved と࠸ࡗࡓ表現࠿ࡽศ࠿るࠋさࡽに sadness と
࠸࠺語ࡀࠊࡇࡇにぢࡽࢀるࠋ 
 
Nothing more ― and yet the retreating figure of the Master somehow brought tears to my eyes. 
I was profoundly moved, for reasons I do not myself understand. In that figure walking absently 
from the game there was the still sadness of another world. The Master seemed like a relic left 
behind by Meiji. (p.52) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
 ◻のほᡓグをࡶとにしࡓᑠㄝ࡛࠶るの࡛ࠊᑐᡓ୰の఍ヰࡼࡾࠊ◻をᡴࡘጼ࡞࡝㌟యにࡘ
࠸࡚の描写ࡀከ࠸のࡣࠊᙜ↛とゝ࠼るࠋThe Master of Go のሙྜࠊࡇࡇ࡛ぢࡓࡼ࠺にࠊ㌟య
の描写ࡀࠊ語ࡾ手の感情とᐦ᥋に⤖ࡧࡘ࠸࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊ㌟యを表す表現とྠ᫬にࠊⱁ⾡
とし࡚の◻ࠊࡑのṥᩍ⪅とし࡚の the Master の㐠࿨のᝒしさを♧၀するࠊthe ultimate in 
tragedy, martyrdom of art, relic ࡞࡝の表現ࡶὀ┠に್するࠋ 
 
㻠㻚㻟 㻿㻣㻚2㻗㻦 㻾espected 
 4.2 にぢࡓࡼ࠺にࠊThe Master of Go にお࠸࡚ࡣࠊB1 (Anatomy and physiology) と࠸࠺ព࿡
࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語ࡀࠊthe Master ࡸ語ࡾ手の感情を描写するのにࠊ㔜せ࡞ᙺ๭をᯝࡓし
࡚࠸ࡓࠋ௚のព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜー࡛ࡶࠊ感情の描写に㛵ࢃるࡶのࡣ࡞࠸࠿ࠊព࿡ศᯒの⤖ᯝを
ࡶとに☜ㄆし࡚おࡃࠋ表 10 ࡣࠊ表 6 に⥆ࡃࡶの࡛ࠊThe Master of Go と BNC Sampler Written
とのព࿡ศᯒの比較⤖ᯝの࠺ࡕࠊLL ್ࡀ 67.54 ௨㝆のព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜー࡛࠶るࠋࡸࡣࡾ The 
Master of Go にࠊᑐ㇟とするࢥーࣃࢫ BNC Sampler Written ࡼࡾࠊ⤫ィⓗにከࡃ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚
࠸るࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ 
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 表 1㻜 㼀㼔e 㻹㼍ster 㼛㼒 㻳㼛 と 㻮㻺㻯 㻿㼍㼙p㼘er 㼃ritten とのព࿡ศᯒ⤖ᯝ䠄ୖ఩ 1㻢 ఩௨㝆䠅 
 The Master of 
Go 
BNC Sampler 
Written  
  
 ᩘ %  ᩘ  % LL   
X3.2-  53 0.14  320  0.03 67.54 Sound: Quiet  
A7  63 0.17  448  0.05 66.26 Probability  
A3+  1202 3.18  24177  2.50 62.99 Existing  
N5---  23 0.06  65  0.01 54.87 Quantities: little  
L1+  26 0.07  93  0.01 52.87 Alive  
K1  154 0.41  2058  0.21 50.78 Entertainment generally  
X2.1  260 0.69  4139  0.43 48.54 Thought, belief  
E6-  89 0.24  961  0.10 48.33 Worry  
A13.1  68 0.18  653  0.07 45.92 Degree: Non-specific  
K5  26 0.07  117  0.01 44.05 Sports and games generally  
A1.7+  92 0.24  1071  0.11 42.64 Constraint  
M8  63 0.17  610  0.06 41.94 Stationary  
N4  368 0.97  6620  0.68 39.56 Linear order  
Z6  433 1.15  8052  0.83 38.67 Negative  
X2.6-  22 0.06  100  0.01 36.95 Unexpected  
N3.8+  100 0.26  1282  0.13 36.82 Speed: Fast  
S7.2+  39 0.10  316  0.03 34.41 Respected 
 
 表 10 に࠶ࡆ࡚࠸るព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語をࠊ文⬦の୰࡛ㄪ࡭࡚࠸ࡃとࠊ
S7.2+ (Respected) ࡀࠊthe Masterࠊ࠶る࠸ࡣ the Master にᑐする語ࡾ手の感情を表現するの
にࠊ㛵ಀࡀ࠶ると⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋࡇの࢝ࢸࢦࣜーに 2 ౛௨ୖྵࡲࢀる語をࠊ表 11 に♧すࠋ 
 
表 11 㻿㻣㻚2㻗 㻔㻾espected㻕 䛻ᒓ䛩䜛ㄒ 
ᩘ % 
respect 7 0.02 
dignity 6 0.02 
admiration 5 0.01 
respects 2 0.01 
admire 2 0.01 
honour 2 0.01 
respected 2 0.01 
honoured 2 0.01 
 
6 ౛ぢࡽࢀる dignity ࡣࠊඛにぢࡓࡼ࠺にⱥヂ∧の⿬表⣬にࡶࠊ‘a protagonist who in the face of 
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 表 1㻜 㼀㼔e 㻹㼍ster 㼛㼒 㻳㼛 と 㻮㻺㻯 㻿㼍㼙p㼘er 㼃ritten とのព࿡ศᯒ⤖ᯝ䠄ୖ఩ 1㻢 ఩௨㝆䠅 
 The Master of 
Go 
BNC Sampler 
Written  
  
 ᩘ %  ᩘ  % LL   
X3.2-  53 0.14  320  0.03 67.54 Sound: Quiet  
A7  63 0.17  448  0.05 66.26 Probability  
A3+  1202 3.18  24177  2.50 62.99 Existing  
N5---  23 0.06  65  0.01 54.87 Quantities: little  
L1+  26 0.07  93  0.01 52.87 Alive  
K1  154 0.41  2058  0.21 50.78 Entertainment generally  
X2.1  260 0.69  4139  0.43 48.54 Thought, belief  
E6-  89 0.24  961  0.10 48.33 Worry  
A13.1  68 0.18  653  0.07 45.92 Degree: Non-specific  
K5  26 0.07  117  0.01 44.05 Sports and games generally  
A1.7+  92 0.24  1071  0.11 42.64 Constraint  
M8  63 0.17  610  0.06 41.94 Stationary  
N4  368 0.97  6620  0.68 39.56 Linear order  
Z6  433 1.15  8052  0.83 38.67 Negative  
X2.6-  22 0.06  100  0.01 36.95 Unexpected  
N3.8+  100 0.26  1282  0.13 36.82 Speed: Fast  
S7.2+  39 0.10  316  0.03 34.41 Respected 
 
 表 10 に࠶ࡆ࡚࠸るព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語をࠊ文⬦の୰࡛ㄪ࡭࡚࠸ࡃとࠊ
S7.2+ (Respected) ࡀࠊthe Masterࠊ࠶る࠸ࡣ the Master にᑐする語ࡾ手の感情を表現するの
にࠊ㛵ಀࡀ࠶ると⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋࡇの࢝ࢸࢦࣜーに 2 ౛௨ୖྵࡲࢀる語をࠊ表 11 に♧すࠋ 
 
表 11 㻿㻣㻚2㻗 㻔㻾espected㻕 䛻ᒓ䛩䜛ㄒ 
ᩘ % 
respect 7 0.02 
dignity 6 0.02 
admiration 5 0.01 
respects 2 0.01 
admire 2 0.01 
honour 2 0.01 
respected 2 0.01 
honoured 2 0.01 
 
6 ౛ぢࡽࢀる dignity ࡣࠊඛにぢࡓࡼ࠺にⱥヂ∧の⿬表⣬にࡶࠊ‘a protagonist who in the face of 
defeat and death maintains his dignity to the end’とࠊthe Master の描写に⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ表 11
にお࠸࡚ୖࠊ ఩の 2 語࡛࠶る respect と dignity にࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࢥンࢥーࢲンࢫを表 12 に♧しࡓࠋ 
 
表 12 respect と dignity のコンコーダンス 
all sides and angles , but out of respect for the dead man I could not bring 
acted as I had , probably , out of respect for the Master . I should have been 
eared , which quite dispensed with respect for elders and attached no importan  
d attached no importance to mutual respect as human beings . From the way of G 
e import . If the Master could not respect the original contract , then the ho 
nderstand it perfectly -- I had to respect and admire the players . I was pres  
utely in anyone he was inclined to respect , and he was a man with a deep sens  
was unwontedly meek . Perhaps the dignity with which the real professional fa 
ould as well be said to deny human dignity , and yet , in the balance , the in 
was no margin for remembering the dignity and the fragrance of Go as an art . 
board . There was a cold , severe dignity in it . For a time it was as if , f 
as if it were a pursuit of supreme dignity and importance -- and I could not p 
he remarked upon the extraordinary dignity with which Wu saw visitors to the d 
 
Respect ࡣ୺にࠊthe Master ࡸ the players ࡞࡝◻に㛵し࡚ࠊ࠶る࠸ࡣ elders ࡸ human beings
࡞࡝ࠊ♫఍୍⯡にࡘ࠸࡚⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るྰࠋ ᐃⓗ࡞ព࿡をᣢࡘ quite dispensed with ࡸ attached 
no importance ࡣࠊ᪂し࠸◻にࡘ࠸࡚⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るࠋDignity ࡣ୺にࠊ◻に㛵するࡶの࡛࠶
るࠋ௨ୗにࠊࡇࢀࡽの語ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸る文⬦をࠊ࠸ࡃࡘ࠿♧すࠋ  
 
It may be said that the Master was plagued in his last match by modern rationalism, to which 
fussy rules were everything, from which all the grace and elegance of Go as art had disappeared, 
which quite dispensed with respect for elders and attached no importance to mutual respect as 
human beings. (pp.44-45) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
┠ୖの人ࡸࠊ人㛫とし࡚の┦஫のᑛᩗ respect にゝཬする⟠ᡤ࡛࠶るࡀࠊⱁ⾡とし࡚の◻と
現௦ⓗ࡞◻のᑐ比ࡀぢࡽࢀるࠋ現௦の◻にࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ fussy rules ࡞࡝ྰᐃⓗ࡞語ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀࠊ
ⱁ⾡とし࡚の◻にࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊgrace ࡸ elegance ࡀࡑの㈨㉁とさࢀ࡚おࡾࠊ語ࡾ手のఏ⤫ⓗ࡞
◻にࡘ࠸࡚のᩗពࡀㄞࡳྲྀࢀるࠋ 
 ḟの౛ࡣࠊලయⓗ࡞㌟యの㒊ศ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡀࠊ㌟యに㛵する語 posture ࡀࠊdignity とྠࡌ文
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⬦࡛⏝࠸ࡽࢀࡓࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ ◻┙にྥ࠿࠺ the Master ࡣࠊ語ࡾ手にとࡗ࡚ࡣࠊdignity のල
現࡛࠶ると感ࡌࡽࢀ࡚࠸るの࡛࠶ろ࠺ࠋ 
 
It was his posture at the Go board. There was a cold, severe dignity in it. (p.65)  
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ḟの౛࡛ࡣࠊdignity と respectࠊさࡽにࠊྠࡌ S7.2+ (Respected) の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする
admire ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るࠋ◻をⱁ⾡ととࡽ࠼る語ࡾ手のࠊthe Master にᑐする῝࠸ᩗពࡀ
࠺࠿ࡀ࠼るࠋ 
 
To report on Go as if it were a pursuit of supreme dignity and importance ― and I could not 
pretend to understand it perfectly ― I had respect and admire the players. I was presently 
able to feel not only interest in the match but a sense of Go as an art, and that was because I 
reduced myself to nothing as I gazed at the Master. (p.89) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
 ほᡓグ஦をሗࡌるグ⪅とし࡚の立ሙをࠊ語ࡾ手ࡣ௨ୗのࡼ࠺にㄝ᫂し࡚࠸るࠋヨྜ⮬య
ࡼࡾᑐᡓ⪅ࡓࡕをほᐹしࡓࡇと࠿ࡽࠊࡇのసရ࡛㌟య表現ࡀ㔜せ࡞఩⨨を༨ࡵ࡚࠸ࡓ⫼ᬒ
ࡀศ࠿るࠋࡲࡓᑐᡓ⪅ࡓࡕを monarchsࠊヨྜの㐠Ⴀ⪅ࡸグ⪅ࡓࡕを subjects にࡓと࠼࡚࠸
るࡇと࠿ࡽࠊࡇࡇ࡛ࡶ語ࡾ手のࠊ◻にᑐするᩗពࡀ᫂☜にㄞࡳྲྀࢀるࠋ 
 
There was little chance that my amateur audience would understand the more delicate niceties of 
Go, and for sixty or seventy instalments I had to make the manner and appearance and gestures 
and general behaviour of the players my chief material. I was not so much observing the play as 
observing the players. They were the monarchs, and the managers and reporters were their 
subjects. (p.89)  
（ୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
S7.2+ (Respected)のព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語⩌ࡣࠊ┤᥋感情を表す語࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋし࠿しࠊ
ヰし手のᚰのస⏝に㛵するࡶの࡛࠶ࡾࠊከࡃࡣ㌟య表現ととࡶに⏝࠸ࡽࢀࠊࡇのసရにお
࠸࡚ࠊ感情を表現するのに㔜せ࡞ാࡁをし࡚࠸ると⪃࠼ࡽࢀるࠋ 
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⬦࡛⏝࠸ࡽࢀࡓࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ ◻┙にྥ࠿࠺ the Master ࡣࠊ語ࡾ手にとࡗ࡚ࡣࠊdignity のල
現࡛࠶ると感ࡌࡽࢀ࡚࠸るの࡛࠶ろ࠺ࠋ 
 
It was his posture at the Go board. There was a cold, severe dignity in it. (p.65)  
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
ḟの౛࡛ࡣࠊdignity と respectࠊさࡽにࠊྠࡌ S7.2+ (Respected) の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする
admire ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸るࠋ◻をⱁ⾡ととࡽ࠼る語ࡾ手のࠊthe Master にᑐする῝࠸ᩗពࡀ
࠺࠿ࡀ࠼るࠋ 
 
To report on Go as if it were a pursuit of supreme dignity and importance ― and I could not 
pretend to understand it perfectly ― I had respect and admire the players. I was presently 
able to feel not only interest in the match but a sense of Go as an art, and that was because I 
reduced myself to nothing as I gazed at the Master. (p.89) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
 ほᡓグ஦をሗࡌるグ⪅とし࡚の立ሙをࠊ語ࡾ手ࡣ௨ୗのࡼ࠺にㄝ᫂し࡚࠸るࠋヨྜ⮬య
ࡼࡾᑐᡓ⪅ࡓࡕをほᐹしࡓࡇと࠿ࡽࠊࡇのసရ࡛㌟య表現ࡀ㔜せ࡞఩⨨を༨ࡵ࡚࠸ࡓ⫼ᬒ
ࡀศ࠿るࠋࡲࡓᑐᡓ⪅ࡓࡕを monarchsࠊヨྜの㐠Ⴀ⪅ࡸグ⪅ࡓࡕを subjects にࡓと࠼࡚࠸
るࡇと࠿ࡽࠊࡇࡇ࡛ࡶ語ࡾ手のࠊ◻にᑐするᩗពࡀ᫂☜にㄞࡳྲྀࢀるࠋ 
 
There was little chance that my amateur audience would understand the more delicate niceties of 
Go, and for sixty or seventy instalments I had to make the manner and appearance and gestures 
and general behaviour of the players my chief material. I was not so much observing the play as 
observing the players. They were the monarchs, and the managers and reporters were their 
subjects. (p.89)  
（ୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
S7.2+ (Respected)のព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語⩌ࡣࠊ┤᥋感情を表す語࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋし࠿しࠊ
ヰし手のᚰのస⏝に㛵するࡶの࡛࠶ࡾࠊከࡃࡣ㌟య表現ととࡶに⏝࠸ࡽࢀࠊࡇのసရにお
࠸࡚ࠊ感情を表現するのに㔜せ࡞ാࡁをし࡚࠸ると⪃࠼ࡽࢀるࠋ 
 
㸳㸬Balossi 2014 
 感情ࡀࠊE (emotion) ௨እのព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜー࡛表現さࢀる౛とし࡚ࠊBalossi (2014) のศᯒ
౛を⤂௓するࠋBalossi (2014) ࡣ Virginia Woolf の The Waves を◊✲ᑐ㇟とし࡚おࡾࠊᮏ論と
ྠࡌࡃ Wmatrix を⏝࠸࡚࠸るࠋព࿡ࡔけ࡛࡞ࡃ語とရモࡶศᯒし࡚ࠊ6 人のⓏሙ人≀のࡇ
とࡤࡀࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀに␗࡞る≉ᚩをᣢࡘ࠿࡝࠺࠿にࡘ࠸᳨࡚ドするࡶの࡛࠶るࠋព࿡ศᯒの
⤖ᯝࠊⓏሙ人≀の୍人 Susan ࡀࠊ⮬↛に㛵㐃するព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜー L3 (Plants), L2 (Living 
creature), W2 (Geographical and farming terms) ࡞࡝を㏻し࡚ࠊ感情を表現すると⤖論௜け࡚
࠸るࠋ 
 
… they represent the lexical source through which Susan conveys her positive and negative 
emotions and world-view in physical terms. (p.116) 
（ᙉㄪࡣ論⪅） 
 
Susan ࡀ⮬↛に㛵する語彙を⏝࠸࡚ࠊ感情を表現するࡇとࡣࠊ௚の人≀と␗࡞る≉ᚩの୍ࡘ
࡛࠶るࠋ 
 
From the extract above we can begin to infer one of Susan’s most salient traits: her tendency to 
represent her feelings and emotions in highly physical terms, often conveyed by lexis related to 
the natural world. (p.117) 
（ᙉㄪࠊୗ⥺ࡣ論⪅） 
 
 Balossi(2014)のศᯒࡀ♧すࡼ࠺にࠊ感情表現の᪉ἲにࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ࠶るసᐙࡀࠊさࡲࡊࡲ࡞
సရにお࠸࡚ࠊ࠶る࠸ࡣࠊ࠶る୍ࡘのసရにお࠸࡚さ࠼ࠊᖖにྠࡌ᪉ἲを⏝࠸るࢃけ࡛ࡣ
࡞࠸ࠋ   
 
㸴㸬⤖ㄽ 
 ᮏ論ࡣࠊ瀬良（2014）の Snow Country ࡸࠊSera（2015）の After Dark のព࿡ศᯒに⥆ࡁࠊ
文学సရ The Master of Go における感情表現にὀ┠し࡚ࠊព࿡ศᯒを⾜ࡗࡓ◊✲࡛࠶るࠋ 
 文学సရにお࠸࡚ࡶࠊ᪥ᖖ⏕άにお࠸࡚ࡶࠊ感情をࡶࡗとࡶ┤᥋ⓗに表現するࡇとࡤࡣࠊ
sad, happy ࡞࡝の感情を表す語࡛࠶るࠋWmatrix を⏝࠸ࡓព࿡ศᯒの⤖ᯝࠊSnow Country ࡛
ࡣࠊUSAS Tagset の E (emotion)の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーのୗ఩༊ศ࡛࠶る E4.1- (Sad)ࡀࠊࡶࡗとࡶ≉ᚩ
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ⓗ࡞感情࢝ࢸࢦࣜー࡛࠶るࡇとࡀ♧さࢀࡓࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊࡇのసရ࠿ࡽㄞ⪅ࡀཷける感情ࡸ༳
㇟と୍⮴しࡓࠋBalossi (2014)の౛࡛ࡣࠊVirginia Woolf స The Waves のⓏሙ人≀の୍人 Susan
ࡣࠊ⮬↛に㛵する語彙࡛ࠊ⮬ࡽの感情を表現し࡚࠸ࡓࠋ 
 The Master of Go ࡛ࡣࠊព࿡ศᯒの⤖ᯝࠊࡶࡗとࡶ≉ᚩⓗ࡞感情࢝ࢸࢦࣜーࡣ E6-(Worry)
࡛࠶ると♧さࢀࡓࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊ⩻ヂ∧の⿬表⣬ࡸ⩻ヂ⪅にࡼる Introduction に㏙࡭ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓ
sad と࠸࠺༳㇟とࡣ␗࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋఏ⤫ⓗ࡞◻の᭱ᚋのྡ人ࠊ⑓㌟の the Master ࡀࠊᘬ㏥ヨ
ྜにᩋࢀると࠸࠺ࢫࢺーࣜーࡣࠊከࡃのㄞ⪅にࠊ「ᝒしさ」を感ࡌさࡏるࡇとࡔろ࠺ࠋࡑࢀ
࡛ࡣࠊࡇの「ᝒしさ」ࡣࠊᮏస࡛࡝のࡼ࠺に表現さࢀ࡚࠸ࡓのࡔろ࠺࠿ࠋE (emotion)௨እ
のព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにࡘ࠸᳨࡚ウしࡓ⤖ᯝࠊB1 (Anatomy and physiology) と S7.2+ (Respected)
ࡀࠊࡇのసရにお࠸࡚ࠊ感情表現とᐦ᥋に⤖ࡧࡘ࠸࡚࠸るࡇとࡀศ࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
 ◻のヨྜにࡣࠊ◻▼をᡴࡘ㡢ࡀ㡪ࡃࡼ࠺࡞㟼ᐢの感ࡀ࠶るࠋᣮᡓ⪅の大➉ࡣࠊ᫬ࠎ㍍ཱྀ
ࡶࡓࡓࡃࡀࠊ඲⯡ⓗに㟼࠿࡞⥭ᙇ感の୰࡛ࠊヨྜࡀ⾜ࢃࢀるࠋ◻┙にྥ࠿࠺とࠊ感情を表
にฟさ࡞࠸ the Master のᏙ㧗ࡸᝒኊさࡀࠊᙼの㢦࡞࡝ࠊ㌟యのእ㠃ⓗ࡞描写にࡼࡾఏ࠼ࡽࢀ
るのࡣࠊ⮬↛࡞ࡇとࡔとᛮࢃࢀるࠋ 
 ࡲࡓࠊᮏ論 4.3 ࡛ࡶ論ࡌࡓࡼ࠺にࠊ語ࡾ手ࡣࠊఏ⤫ⓗ࡞◻に῝࠸ᩗពを࠸ࡔ࠸࡚࠸るࠋᑛ
ᩗࡸጾཝと㛵㐃の࠶るព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜー࡛࠶る 7.2+ (Respected)の語彙にࡼࡾࠊ語ࡾ手の the 
Master にᑐする感情ࡀ語ࡽࢀるのࡶࠊࡲࡓ⮬↛࡞ࡇとࡔとᛮࢃࢀるࠋ 
 文学సရࡔけ࡛࡞ࡃࠊ᪥ᖖ⏕ά࡛ࡶࠊࢃࡓࡃしࡓࡕࡣⰍࠎ࡞ࡇとࡤࡸ᪉ἲ࡛ࠊ感情を表
現するࠋ┤᥋「ᝒし࠸」ࡸ「࠺ࢀし࠸」と感情の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語࡛表現するࡇとࡶ
࠶るࡀࠊ࣎ディ࣭ࣛンࢤーࢪࡸ௚の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語を⏝࠸࡚ࠊ感情を表現する᪉ࡀࠊ
ࡴしろከ࠸と⪃࠼ࡽࢀるࠋ「㞵ࡀ㝆ࡗ࡚࠸るࡡ」ࡶ感情を表現するࡇとࡀ࠶るࡔろ࠺しࠊと
ࡁにࡣࠊỿ㯲ࡶຠᯝⓗ࡞感情表現手ẁ࡛࠶るࠋ 
 The Master of Go ࡛ࡣࠊ⁛ࡧࡺࡃఏ⤫ⓗ࡞◻のṥᩍ⪅とࡶ࠸࠼る the Master の感情ࡸࠊᙼ
にᑐし࡚語ࡾ手ࡀ࠸ࡔࡃ感情ࡣࠊ「㌟య」と「ᩗព」に㛵するព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーの語彙と⤖ࡧ
ࡘけ࡚ࠊຠᯝⓗに表現さࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ 
 
ㅰ㎡ 
ᮏ◊✲ࡣ JSPS ⛉◊㈝ 15K02610 のຓᡂをཷけࡓࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ 
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ⓗ࡞感情࢝ࢸࢦࣜー࡛࠶るࡇとࡀ♧さࢀࡓࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊࡇのసရ࠿ࡽㄞ⪅ࡀཷける感情ࡸ༳
㇟と୍⮴しࡓࠋBalossi (2014)の౛࡛ࡣࠊVirginia Woolf స The Waves のⓏሙ人≀の୍人 Susan
ࡣࠊ⮬↛に㛵する語彙࡛ࠊ⮬ࡽの感情を表現し࡚࠸ࡓࠋ 
 The Master of Go ࡛ࡣࠊព࿡ศᯒの⤖ᯝࠊࡶࡗとࡶ≉ᚩⓗ࡞感情࢝ࢸࢦࣜーࡣ E6-(Worry)
࡛࠶ると♧さࢀࡓࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊ⩻ヂ∧の⿬表⣬ࡸ⩻ヂ⪅にࡼる Introduction に㏙࡭ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓ
sad と࠸࠺༳㇟とࡣ␗࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋఏ⤫ⓗ࡞◻の᭱ᚋのྡ人ࠊ⑓㌟の the Master ࡀࠊᘬ㏥ヨ
ྜにᩋࢀると࠸࠺ࢫࢺーࣜーࡣࠊከࡃのㄞ⪅にࠊ「ᝒしさ」を感ࡌさࡏるࡇとࡔろ࠺ࠋࡑࢀ
࡛ࡣࠊࡇの「ᝒしさ」ࡣࠊᮏస࡛࡝のࡼ࠺に表現さࢀ࡚࠸ࡓのࡔろ࠺࠿ࠋE (emotion)௨እ
のព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにࡘ࠸᳨࡚ウしࡓ⤖ᯝࠊB1 (Anatomy and physiology) と S7.2+ (Respected)
ࡀࠊࡇのసရにお࠸࡚ࠊ感情表現とᐦ᥋に⤖ࡧࡘ࠸࡚࠸るࡇとࡀศ࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
 ◻のヨྜにࡣࠊ◻▼をᡴࡘ㡢ࡀ㡪ࡃࡼ࠺࡞㟼ᐢの感ࡀ࠶るࠋᣮᡓ⪅の大➉ࡣࠊ᫬ࠎ㍍ཱྀ
ࡶࡓࡓࡃࡀࠊ඲⯡ⓗに㟼࠿࡞⥭ᙇ感の୰࡛ࠊヨྜࡀ⾜ࢃࢀるࠋ◻┙にྥ࠿࠺とࠊ感情を表
にฟさ࡞࠸ the Master のᏙ㧗ࡸᝒኊさࡀࠊᙼの㢦࡞࡝ࠊ㌟యのእ㠃ⓗ࡞描写にࡼࡾఏ࠼ࡽࢀ
るのࡣࠊ⮬↛࡞ࡇとࡔとᛮࢃࢀるࠋ 
 ࡲࡓࠊᮏ論 4.3 ࡛ࡶ論ࡌࡓࡼ࠺にࠊ語ࡾ手ࡣࠊఏ⤫ⓗ࡞◻に῝࠸ᩗពを࠸ࡔ࠸࡚࠸るࠋᑛ
ᩗࡸጾཝと㛵㐃の࠶るព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜー࡛࠶る 7.2+ (Respected)の語彙にࡼࡾࠊ語ࡾ手の the 
Master にᑐする感情ࡀ語ࡽࢀるのࡶࠊࡲࡓ⮬↛࡞ࡇとࡔとᛮࢃࢀるࠋ 
 文学సရࡔけ࡛࡞ࡃࠊ᪥ᖖ⏕ά࡛ࡶࠊࢃࡓࡃしࡓࡕࡣⰍࠎ࡞ࡇとࡤࡸ᪉ἲ࡛ࠊ感情を表
現するࠋ┤᥋「ᝒし࠸」ࡸ「࠺ࢀし࠸」と感情の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語࡛表現するࡇとࡶ
࠶るࡀࠊ࣎ディ࣭ࣛンࢤーࢪࡸ௚の࢝ࢸࢦࣜーにᒓする語を⏝࠸࡚ࠊ感情を表現する᪉ࡀࠊ
ࡴしろከ࠸と⪃࠼ࡽࢀるࠋ「㞵ࡀ㝆ࡗ࡚࠸るࡡ」ࡶ感情を表現するࡇとࡀ࠶るࡔろ࠺しࠊと
ࡁにࡣࠊỿ㯲ࡶຠᯝⓗ࡞感情表現手ẁ࡛࠶るࠋ 
 The Master of Go ࡛ࡣࠊ⁛ࡧࡺࡃఏ⤫ⓗ࡞◻のṥᩍ⪅とࡶ࠸࠼る the Master の感情ࡸࠊᙼ
にᑐし࡚語ࡾ手ࡀ࠸ࡔࡃ感情ࡣࠊ「㌟య」と「ᩗព」に㛵するព࿡࢝ࢸࢦࣜーの語彙と⤖ࡧ
ࡘけ࡚ࠊຠᯝⓗに表現さࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ 
 
ㅰ㎡ 
ᮏ◊✲ࡣ JSPS ⛉◊㈝ 15K02610 のຓᡂをཷけࡓࡶの࡛࠶るࠋ 
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